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Pensions Advice Workshop
In response to feedback from our members regarding concerns about the effect these
changes will have on your pensions, UNISON have organised for an advisor from
Lighthouse, UNISON Plus’s endorsed provider of financial advice, to run a workshop on
pensions and what options you may have going forward. This is open to all UNISON
members affected but may be of particular interest to anyone who is within 13 years of
retirement or is set to lose out.
Sue Bonser
School’s Convenor

Tuesday 1st March
4:00pm for a 4:30pm start
UNISON @ Royal Oak House

We envisage a high demand for this workshop so if you wish to attend please let us know using the
contact details below. Light refreshments and a chance to speak with Branch Officers from 4pm. We
have arranged this meeting at a time to hopefully suit as many members of school staff as possible, if
however, you cannot attend please let us know if there is a more suitable time or date. The session should
last no longer than 45 minutes.
There will be opportunity to book your free complimentary, individual consultation from Lighthouse Financial
Advise after the workshop has finished. One of their qualified advisers will ask you about your circumstances
and objectives to establish whether you could benefit from individual advice.

Payment for PPA

UNISON have asked the
employer to ensure that all
schools are aware of the
correct procedure for payment
to support staff for providing cover for teacher’s PPA. The preferred method, of course,
is to have a separate contract for any regular PPA cover e.g. A TA2 contract for 27.5
hours and a HLTA contract for 5 hours. The benefits of having a separate contract are;


No need for extra time to complete supply sheets



Progression through SCP on the HLTA grade (New Grade G)



HLTA status can be used on your CV/to apply for a new job
In the absence of this arrangement an uplift should be paid between your TA rate and HLTA rate.
It is also important to ensure that the Head Teacher appreciates that any planning and marking relating to
work for this role should also be accounting for in the time paid at this rate. If you need support in school on
this issue, please contact the UNISON office using any of the ways below.
We are currently in discussions with DCC over the definition of ‘short term cover’ and what that entails. This
has been raised with the Pay & Reward Team and we will keep you informed of any updates as and when
they arise.
Just a quick note on appeals. Although the deadline is 29 February your Head Teacher will need to sign your appeal
before that date. It is your responsibility it is submitted to the pay and reward team by the deadline date.
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@unisonderbycity
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01332 643216/7
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Demo Shows Strength of Feeling

Last night UNISON members in schools sent a clear
message to Derby City Council: we are not prepared
to simply shut up and ‘park it’ on this issue. Rousing
renditions of ‘Who do you think you are kidding Derby
City...’ were heard from the steps of the Council
House. A delegation went in to the Council House to
speak with councillors and asked that the link

between signing the T&Cs and offer of additional
hours be removed and that detailed pensions advice
be offered to all affected staff. The councillors agreed
that these requests were ‘not unreasonable’ but
would need to go away and talk to the Chief Officers
at DCC. They have agreed to meet with us again in
the next two weeks.
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